Introduction
Patient safety in health care has mobilized global efforts (1) . In this scenario, nursing professionals have the potential for a great impact for the achieving of health care which is safe, high quality and efficient (2) .
The accurate interpretation of human responses, an activity for which the nurse is responsible, is a complex task and directly affects the quality of the health care
given to the patient. If the nurse's interpretations of the human responses do not correspond to the patient's experiences, these interpretations, due to not being sufficiently accurate, will not guide the selection of appropriate interventions (3) (4) .
In Brazil, resolution 358/2009 (5) of the Federal
Council of Nursing regulates that the nursing process should be undertaken in all the environments in which nursing care takes place, leadership in carrying out and evaluating this process falling to the nurse. Emphasis is placed on the importance in the nurse's training regarding accuracy in the stages of the nursing process and their documentation (6) , given that valid and reliable documentation is an important element for safety and quality of health care.
The relevancy of critical thinking in nursing has been emphasized in response to the rapid change of the health care environment. Nurses need to think critically in order to provide care which meets the patient's needs and which allows them to deal with the complexity of the health system (7) .
Critical thinking involves skills and attitudes which are necessary for the development of clinical reasoning, which is based on existing knowledge and the context in which the experiences of interpreting observable data occur. Clinical reasoning, in its turn, refers to the mental processes involved in health care, and is present in the nurse's actions and assistential decisions (8) .
The educational model Developing Nurses' Thinking (DNT)
, developed by a North-American researcher with a view to the training of nurses capable of making accurate interpretations in the various decisions involved in the nursing process, proposed to lead the student in the process of clinical reasoning. In the DNT model, four components (patient safety, domain knowledge, nursing-specific critical thinking processes and repeated practice) are integrated, to guide the student to organize thinking processes, interpret patient data, name the interpretation of data, and develop care plans. The model's theoretical basis is grounded in the triarchic theory of human intelligence (10) (11) (12) .
The DNT model's author, in a quasi-experimental study (9) , demonstrated that its use in teaching clinical reasoning can improve the accuracy of the interpretations made by the students when they elaborate nursing diagnoses.
Considering that the teaching of clinical reasoning is one of the factors associated with the accuracy with which the nurses establish nursing diagnoses (13) , having models and strategies for this teaching available is fundamental to the training of professionals who are capable of offering quality, person-centered care. This article is a report of the study in which the DNT model was translated and culturally adapted for Brazilian
Portuguese.
Method
The aim of the cultural adaptation is to maintain the validity of the instrument's original content but adapted to different cultures (14) . The translation and cultural adaptation of the Developing Nurses' Thinking (DNT) model followed the guidelines of the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) (14) , the intention being The AAOS guidelines present a methodology for the translation and cultural adaptation of measuring instruments. This methodology was constructed and structured based on a systematic review study of the method and its refining by specialists (14) . Thus, the present study follows the stages of initial translation, synthesis of translations, back-translation, evaluation by a committee of specialists, and pre-testing, in line with the AAOS guidelines.
The three environments of the theory of triarchic intelligence (10) (11) (12) are pre-suppositions of the DNT model;
hence, it is considered that intelligence develops in: the internal environment, in which the domain of knowledge is attained and the processes of critical thinking occur; the external environment, in which a given context, such as that of patient safety, is considered; and the effect of the experience, which is achieved through repeated practice of using the processes of thinking with the domain of knowledge.
The DNT model is based on four components safety refers to the patient being free from accidental injury (15) . The component of domain knowledge consists of the knowledge which the nurse uses in interpreting the patient's data in order to resolve health problems.
The domain of knowledge, which is used by student nurses, is derived from the sciences and the humanities and includes the physiopathology of diseases, patients' possible responses to the disease, nursing diagnoses from the NANDA International terminology (16) and possible treatment options for efficient care plans. The component of critical thinking in nursing is characterized by the mental processes used by the nurses in order to resolve problems from the specific domain of nursing (17) .
The component of repeated practice is considered to be the repetition of a process two or more times (18) .
These components are presented to the students in the form of tables and diagrams, helping in the analysis of clinical cases.
The five stages covered in the process of the cultural adaptation of the DNT model are described below.
In In the pre-test, the last stage of the process of cultural adaptation, the final version of the DNT model was applied to 33 undergraduate nursing students, this group being predominantly made up of female students (94%), with a mean age of 22 years old (SD±3.0) who were in the second year of the undergraduate nursing course (94%). The purpose of the model and the research were explained to the students, and they were informed that they were to express their opinion regarding their understanding of the meaning of the items and the items' clarity.
Initially, the students participated in an hour-long lecture in which the issue of clinical reasoning was discussed and the DNT model's theoretical frameworks, components and conceptual framework were presented.
Following that, the students used the model -already implemented in educational software (19) -to analyze a clinical case. Rev
Results
The DNT model was translated to Brazilian
Portuguese and integrated into the second version of an educational software (19) . The seven skills of critical thinking and the ten habits of the mind (10) (11) (12) are broken down and A form for problems (Figure 3 ) is presented to the student with fields for the student to describe the problems she finds in the analysis of the clinical case, to validate the information, to reconsider the component "patient safety", to plan the results she wishes to achieve, and the interventions, and to undertake the final evaluation of the process. 
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Discussion
The use of the DNT model in teaching aims to lead the student to develop habits of thinking and to improve her diagnostic accuracy, questions which impact directly on the patient's results and on the safety of the health care. This strategy can be used in the analysis of clinical cases, a stage in which the DNT model was used in the second version of an educational software (19) , a teaching tool which evaluates diagnostic accuracy.
The DNT model's conceptual framework ( Figure   1 ) offers the student understanding in relation to the stages of the nursing process, which are permeated by the skills of critical thinking and the habits of the mind, related to the context of the patient's safety. In this strategy, the student is caused to reflect on each stage of the nursing process; to consider which skills of critical thinking and/or habits of the mind are used in each stage of the process; and to evaluate whether the patient's safety was taken into account. This approach seeks to stimulate the student's metacognition, guiding her reflection on decision-making in the nursing process in the internal environment (processes of thought). Given that one of the predictive factors of nurses' diagnostic accuracy is the teaching of theoretical and practical content on nursing diagnoses in the undergraduate course (13) , the use of the DNT model in teaching is a strategy for training nurses who are aware regarding the diagnostic task and the nursing process in clinical practice.
The DNT model satisfies the needs indicated in the literature regarding the development of innovations to improve the preparation of nursing students for clinical practice (20) , as well as of tools which support the student in the improvement of clinical reasoning skills and reflection on practice 
Conclusion
The undertaking of this study allowed the Developing Nurses' Thinking model, its conceptual framework and form for problems -used by the student in analyzing clinical cases -to become available for use in Brazil.
It is considered that the methodology used in this study, the guidelines of the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons, was sufficiently and methodologically rigorous to achieve the translation and cultural adaptation of the DNT model. There were no difficulties during the study in relation to the methodology adopted.
The DNT model, adapted for use in Brazil, is a feasible strategy for teaching clinical reasoning, which allows one to integrate the perspective of patient safety with the skills of thinking and the habits of the mind.
